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Learn the effective NFT marketing strategy in 2022 to uplift the demand for your NFT collection,
expand the community and enrich its popularity to achieve success.
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What should you do if your rare NFT collection fails to catch public attention? How
can you deal with the barrier of zero demand for the Non-fungible tokens? What if your
NFT brand doesn’t have a rigid community? What will you do if the sales graph is
declining? NFT marketers struggle with these dilemmas.
The NFT industry is booming and getting saturated every day. From
the tag of art collectible, NFTs have now become a multi-millionaire
industry. Creators and project owners face hindrances in making
their collectibles visible to NFT fanatics.
In the face of escalating NFT competition, they fail to attract new
customers for their artwork.
A comprehensive NFT marketing plan can help NFT projects
expand their community footprints, boost sales, and gain popularity
in the competitive market field. Let us dive deep into the trending
NFT marketing strategy in 2022.
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NFTs are one kind that cannot replicate anywhere else, so marketing
each one is important. The only way to meet the sales target is to
increase the collection demand. Moreover, the value hike of NFT is not
solely dependent on the artwork, but it relies on the community,
influencers, and celebrity owners. The marketer has to promote the
rarity of the artwork and the benefits of holding one.
Furthermore, the NFT market is now struggling with concerns about rug
pull, duplication, plagiarization, phishing, and website scams.
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the buyer holds a genuine token
from your collection. A foolproof NFT marketing plan can guarantee
that authentic artwork reaches the target collectors.
Sensational factors back the demand and value of NFT. Hence, volatility
is an inevitable concern of the NFT ecosystem. The effect of pump and
dump on NFT value can be managed by proper marketing only. A good
NFT marketing strategy will help develop a strong community and
project ecosystem. Without a consistent and effective NFT marketing
plan, the collection may be frozen over in a prolonged bear market.
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An ape token of Bored Ape Yacht Club is sold for $2.85 million ( Value of 1080 ETH at the time) in January 2022.
The sale happened on the LooksRare NFT platform. Currently, OpenSea is bidding BAYC for a floor price of 1080
ETH. How has the value of an art collection first minted at the cost of 0.08ETH skyrocketed?
Many unique and rare collections failed to create a renewed interest and vibrant community in
the market because they lack a proper plan. Learn deep insights into NFT marketing strategy
to initiate a sale explosion in the collection.

1. Know Your NFT Project
Identify your primary competitor and do a SWOT
analysis. Marketers have to communicate the uniqueness and rarity of

their artworks and what benefits the holder can get from owning them.
Leverage the NFT market trends to decide your marketing goals.

Keep in mind specific collections like World of Women NFTs have attracted
new women to the project by marketing that women are only 5% of the total
NFT market. Budget every step of your marketing effort.
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2. Drop Your NFT Collection With A Hype
The demand for NFT largely depends on the hype of its launch. Create an
eye-catching press release and distribute it with popular crypto and NFT
media. A good press release can create a buzz and engagement. PR helps
make the first impression among the target audience, making your
collection instantly discerned and viral.
List your collection of rarity tools to get recognized, establish social media
channels and run give away before airdrop. The more excitement you
create, the more it will get absorbed into the psyche.

3. Make An Amazing Website
Anyone who decides to purchase an NFT will visit your main website. They
will check the project team and oﬀering. Standard websites, which feature
the details of your collection, your investors, and a roadmap, help reinforce
your project's legitimacy. It should be colorful and attractive. Make the
team members and artwork visible.
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4. Develop An Exciting Roadmap
NFT roadmap is a clear vision of the goals and milestones of the project.
It communicates the long-term value of NFT collection. Although
investors are concerned about the non-fungibility of artworks, a
long-term roadmap will convince them about their future value.
The NFT roadmap allows marketers to project the future benefit that the
holders receive. It projects what the developers or the project team will
do with the profit in the future.

5. Add Utility To Increase Value.
NFT is just an artwork, but if the project team provides additional utility
and benefits upon purchasing a token, it will attract the buyer. BAYC has
started the trend of offering other perks on NFT purchases. Anyone who
owns a BAYC ape is a Bored Ape Yacht Club member. They have
exclusive access to member-only areas, games, and entertainment
events.
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Now it has become a trending NFT marketing strategy in 2022. Most of
the new NFT projects are coming forward with additional benefits and
perks for investing in their artwork. Recently launched Yubo Randos NFT
collection of Yubo social media live streaming app also planned to
provide other benefits to Yubo Rando's owners.

6. Select The Right Marketplace For Listing
The growing NFT phenomenon gives rise to multiple NFT markets.
Listing in a legitimate marketplace is essential to prove the authenticity
of your project. If you want to avoid major NFT scams, you should list
your collection on a popular NFT platform with a verified seller identity.
Some legitimate platforms that can generate high sales are listed below.

OpenSea | Rarible | SuperRare | Nifty Gateway
Furthermore, total traded volume, liquidity, number of active users, top
sales history, and premium collections listed so far are other criteria for
selecting NFT marketplaces. On the financial and operation side, check
out the transaction charges, supporting wallets, and ease of use before
listing your NFTs on marketplaces. List on more than one platform to
increase sales.
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7. Add Your Presence in NFT Calendars
NFT calendar is a platform that notifies every airdrop in diﬀerent NFT
marketplaces. Ensure all your airdrops are listed with NFT calenders to
reach potential collectors and communities.
There will be a form available with the NFT calendar, which you can fill out
and submit. Do not make any mistakes or confusion on the following factors
while filling.
•
•
•
•

Title of your art collection
Information about artists
Date and time of release
Listed market platforms

If you are oﬀering any additional benefit to the token holder mention
that also in the calendar. It aids in an initial impression to mint your token
as well as enhance main website clicks.
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8. Online Forum Promotion
Marketers fail to leverage the advantages of generating leads through NFT
discussion forums. Participating in discussion forums and discords is
indirectly doing direct marketing for your NFT artwork. Crypto talk, Reddit,
and discord held NFT discussions.
Creating a Discord for your project will enhance the active participation of
community members. Update the Discord and encourage discussion to
keep the members involved. Request the target audience to join your
Discord channel. Invite them to participate in an active discussion. Join the
dedicated NFT communities, forums like r/NFT on Reddit
Some of the best NFT discord servers marketers can check out before
creating one. CryptoBaristas:

Metageneration | NFT Hideout | Decentraland
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Hosting Ama Sessions
Ask Me Anything is one of the most eﬀective marketing techniques that the
NFT project team can follow. Besides spreading the characteristics of your
project, it allows for building a direct relationship with the customer.
A FAQ tab on your website will answer the basic questions about your
project, but AMA can help you clarify any doubt about your digital
collectibles. Growing the community through direct relationships is vital.

9. Social Media Marketing
Social media is the backbone of the NFT marketing strategy in 2022. You
can leverage maximum advantage from social media for NFT marketing.
Ensure your social media presence before launching your project. You
can create an official brand account on all the social media platforms and
encourage followers through posts and videos.
Predominant social media platforms have tremendous potential to
market your collection. It helps directly connect with NFT artists,
collectors, followers, and marketers. Do not forget to update and engage
with your social media handles. Add proper social media strategy to your
NFT marketing plan and execute the same to build a follower base.

Facebook and Instagram marketing
Both are predominant social media platforms where NFT fanatics,
artists, and collector build their community.
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Twitter marketing
It is the most professional and reliable social media platform to market
your NFT. Most NFT projects use Twitter to announce their update
and initiate discussion through comments. So posting on Twitter with
a powerful hashtag help to quickly reach the NFT community.
Twitter also has numerous NFT collectors with a vast fan-follower
base. Networking with them can also help to get public attention for
your artwork. Listed below are some of the famous NFT collector
accounts on Twitter.

Starry Night | WhaleSharkdotPro | Pablo
Museum of Crypto Art | MetaKovan
Eric | Punk | Anonymoux

10. Influencer Marketing
Influencer marketing is a trending NFT marketing strategy in 2022.
It brokes the boundaries of traditional marketing practices. NFT marketer
connects with top NFT influencers in the arena.
Moreover, if any celebrity or influencer owns artworks in your collection, it
is the best way you can promote your work. The fastest-growing influencer
marketing can help you get endorsements for your project and show your
collections to their large social media follower base. Influencers provide
quality content and host excellent marketing shows on YouTube.
You need to find a top influencer who can eﬀectively project your
collection to their large follower base.
Here are some of the most famous NFT influencers you can approach,

OhhShiny | Crypto Baristas | RAC | J1mmy.eth
RealMissNFT | DeeZeFi | Farokh | NFT.NYC
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11. Build A Robust Community
Connecting with existing NFT communities are great ways to reach out to
potential NFT investors. You can enter these platforms and join to common
NFT community. It will help to initiate discussions about your art
collections.
Brand trust can be enhanced by responding directly to community
members. An active community helps to foster the credibility of the
collection. Create a community for your project on various channels, but it
is your responsibility to coordinate them virtually and make them involved in
all your project activities.

Building your telegram and discord servers is vital to a good NFT
marketing strategy. Own community is the pillar of every NFT project.
For example, NFT projects such as World of Women, BAYC, and Crypto
Kitties have celebrity owners in their communities. One of the most
eﬀective ways of marketing the collection is projecting the celebrity
owners in the community.
Examples of some of the popular NFT communities you can
refer to.

Cryptopunks | Axie Infinity | Bored Ape Yacht Club
Vee friends | Art Blocks | Cool Cats
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12. Content Marketing

13. E-Mail Marketing

Content marketing is an eﬀective strategy you can follow to make your
NFT visible to the public. Promoting educational content about NFTs that
includes art creation, NFT minting, NFT sale, scams, selecting an NFT, and
how to value an NFT artwork will help build credibility. Furthermore, you
can make video content on NFTs.

E-mail marketing is a perfect communication channel to talk to your target
audience about your collection. You can either outsource an E-mail
marketing agency to create compelling E-mail content or develop your
own. If you are developing your E-mail content, concentrate on the
following factors.

For instance, if you explore the Boss Beauties NFT collection, you can see a
learn tab. If you tap the button, it will take you to a learning page dedicated
to NFT. Any visitor who is not much aware of NFT can learn about them.

Engaging titles: A creative title about your NFT capture the reader's
attention: the initial impression drives readers further on your E-mail
marketing content.

Giving detailed informational answers on community-based platforms like
Reddit and Quora is another method of projecting your NFT collections
through content.

Graphics: NFT is all about capturing the view of the visitor. Add images to
your website to motivate the reader to visit your website.
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Unique designs and templates: Different E-mail marketing designs and
templates are available on the internet. You can choose one for your
E-mail marketing. Click on the call to action button is the door to your
return on investment. A fantastic template can help you make the readers
engage with your content.

14. Create Strategic Partnerships
Strategic partnerships assist you in broadening the mainstream footprints
of your brand. NFT projects can be partnered with like-minded individuals
or companies from different industries. Both will increase the publicity of
the collection.
75%

For instance, BAYC has partnered with many brands such as Adidas,
Animoca, and many other brands. Adidas brought an ape NFT and created
a character named Indigo Hertz.
Adidas entered Metaverse with BAYC. The ape NFT of Adidas represented
the brand in their Metaverse initiatives. Such partnership created a buzz on
social media which has created a surge in ape token prices in NFT
marketplaces.

Adidas- BAYC is not the only instance. New strategic partnerships are
arising in NFT marketplaces every day. Many new brands are entering
Metaverse with NFTs. Develop and utilize strategic partnership
opportunities to promote your collection.
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Click-through rate

Bounce rate

15. Giveaways and competitions

16. Join The Advertising Network

You can conduct giveaways to familiarise your artwork with the public.
Specific NFT projects announce giveaways on their social media channels
which ask the participants to like, share and follow their project to
participate in giveaways.

Paid promotions are no longer a tactic in evolving marketing methods. Still,
there are brands that you can approach to increase your website traﬃc.
Paid crypto advertising network you can approach is listed below. These
platforms are entitled to use Google Ads to promote your NFT sales.

You can conduct diﬀerent contests to project followers and digital artists
worldwide. For instance, every month, the World of Women NFT team
selects seven amazing digital artists globally, and one outstanding artwork
will be mint as an NFT. These minted artworks will be airdropped to existing
WoW token holders.

Coinzilla | Cointraffic | Bitmedia

Through the competition, they support artists, trying to encourage artists to
join their project community. Moreover, every month they give perks to
existing WoW holders. A random winner is picked every month from the
pool of WoW holders. Such excellent promotional techniques help projects
to capture sudden public attention.
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CoinAd | Coinmedia

17. Hire A Marketing Agency To Reduce The Drudgeries
Contrary to typical belief, hiring a marketing agency is more cost-eﬀective
than experimenting with diﬀerent NFT marketing plans. Paid promotions
just show your presence or drive some website traﬃc.
When you hire an agency, they will ensure success in all the perspectives
for your project. They expand your presence, boost community, increase
demand for tokens, ensure ROI and keep uplifting your project till you need
it.
Popular marketing agencies like Blockwiz can help you with an end-to-end
NFT marketing plan for your NFT initiative. Get in touch with the NFT
marketing experts to boost your project's success in the competitive NFT
marketplace.
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Bring Your Marketing Efforts To A Close
NFT marketplaces are booming after the pandemic. From an art
collectible title, NFTs emerged as a billion-dollar industry. Every single
day one or more new two new collections are listed on marketplaces.
The NFT artists and project team are searching for top NFT marketing
strategies in 2022 because the price of an NFT collection largely
depends on how you market it. Start developing a successful NFT
marketing strategy in 2022 by incorporating the tactics mentioned in the
article and see how your marketing efforts finally meet success.

As the NFT space becomes
more competitive, an integrated
Web3.0 NFT marketing
strategy is essential
to capture broader audience attention and
optimize for ROI
Dev Sharma, CEO &Founder Blockwiz
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